
SAMPLE OF BUSINESS PLANHEALTH CLINIC

As part of its ongoing efforts to improve access to health care in rural areas, General Medical Center is subsidizing the
start-up and first year of operations of a new family medicine practice, Park Square Family Medicine. He will be
responsible for ensuring the general health of.

In some cases, hospitals and health care service providers also adopt the hourly billing cum per visit billing
method. Need actual charts? Throughout the first year, Dr. It is easier and preferable for medical clinic and
healthcare services providers to bill personal injury case management services by the hour as against a fixed
price. Detroit will use all his experience and knowledge to create a successful and profitable practice. As
patient volume increases, we will begin supporting our expenses from revenues. On the average, hospitals and
health care service providers usually leverage on the fact that a good number of their clients do not pay the
service charge from their pockets; private insurance companies, Medicare and Medicaid are responsible for the
payment. Detroit will focus on diagnosing and treating conditions of all ages while emphasizing preventative
medicine and the overall health and wellness of his patients. As a matter of fact, our publicity and advertising
strategy is not solely for winning customers over but to effectively communicate our brand to the general
public. Detroit will work closely with advisers from General Medical to get the clinic on a sound financial and
operational footing, using this medical clinic business plan as a guiding management tool. Park Square Family
Medicine will try to provide the most comprehensive medical care possible in order to optimize the care and
well-being of each patient. All the papers and documents have been duly signed and submitted, the loan has
been approved and any moment from now our account will be credited. You would need money to secure a
standard medical clinic facility, acquire medical equipment and supply, pay your workforce and pay bills for a
while until the revenue you generate from the business becomes enough to pay them. At the end of the first
year, the subsidies will cease, and Dr. Startup Expenditure Budget If you are looking towards starting a
medical clinic, then you should ensure that you raise enough capital to cover some of the basic expenditures
that you are going to incur. Medical Clinic and Practice Business Plan â€” Sustainability and Expansion
Strategy The future of a business lies in the number of loyal customers they have, the capacity and competence
of their employees, their investment strategy and the business structure. Detroit's salary and payroll taxes for
the first year of operations. Please note that the above projection might be lower and at the same time it might
be higher. These are the areas we intend generating our startup capital; Generate part of the start â€” up capital
from personal savings Source for soft loans from family members and friends Apply for loan from the bank N.
With only five other family practitioners in town, we project a gradually increasing patient load over the first
several years, as we find out place in the community. They will also cover Dr. Ongoing training and support
for these employees will be provided by General Medical Center throughout the first year. The sales
projections are based on information gathered on the field and some assumptions that are peculiar to similar
startups in Miami â€” Florida. Also it is expensive to acquire a standard and well â€” equipped ambulance.
Borger Jasper Jnr. In order to achieve that, we will ensure that we offer all â€” round health care services at
affordable prices compared to what is obtainable in Florida. Our bank account numbers will be made available
on our website and promotional materials. They are the financier of the business, but may likely welcome
partners later which is why they decided to restrict the sourcing of the startup capital for the business to just
three major sources. He will be responsible for ensuring the general health of his patients and creating a viable
and profitable business medical practice. The items listed below are the basics that we would need when
starting our medical clinic in the United States, although costs might vary slightly. Detroit's compensation will
become one of the clinic's expenses. The business will be owned and managed by Dr. We know that if that is
put in place, we will be able to successfully hire and retain the best hands we can get in the industry; they will
be more committed to help us build the business of our dreams.


